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BBB is still operational and focused on serving our business community. This company offers used cars for sale. This is a multi-location company. Need to find another place? Location of this Business2502 W 26th St, Erie, PA 16506-3260BBB File Opened:6/11/1998Year in Business:27Business Started:1/1/1/1994#1 ChampionChampion
Volvo by Erie LLCChampion Ford AutoChampion Import IncMs. Susan Harper, Secretary/Treasurer. David Hallman, ChairmanMr. David Knapp, Operations ManagerMr. Mark Winkler, Vice President PrincipalMr. Mark Winkler, Vice PresidentCustomer ContactMr. Mark Winkler, Vice PresidentFax NumbersPhone Numbers(814) 734-
1616Other Phone(800) 462-2862ATHER PhoneWebsite Addresses More Business DetailsBBB Tip: Buy a new carRead More02/11/2019 Sales rep knew which vehicle I wanted or the type, went on and hit my credit 4 times and not once as we talked, I was told that they have in house financing which was a lie and to I didn't end up with a
vehicle at all, credit score hurt, and want to make it publicly known that they want to sell you what they want and not what you want.... Read moreThis is a multi-location company. Need to find another place? Location of this Business2502 W 26th St, Erie, PA 16506-3260BBB File Opened:6/11/1998Year in Business:27Business
Started:1/1/1/1994#1 ChampionChampion Volvo by Erie LLCChampion Ford AutoChampion Import IncMs. Susan Harper, Secretary/Treasurer. David Hallman, ChairmanMr. David Knapp, Operations ManagerMr. Mark Winkler, Vice President PrincipalMr. Mark Winkler, Vice PresidentCustomer ContactMr. Mark Winkler, Vice PresidentFax
NumbersPhone Numbers(814) 734-1616Second Phone(800) 462-2862Second Phone Website Addresses More Business DetailsBB Business Profiles may not be reproduced for sale or sales purposes. BBB Business Profiles is provided solely to help you exercise your own best judgment. BBB asks third parties who publish complaints,
reviews and/or responses on this website to confirm that the information provided is accurate. However, BBB does not verify the accuracy of information provided by third parties, and does not guarantee the accuracy of any information in Business Profiles.When considering complaint information, please consider the company's size and
volume of transactions, and understand that the nature of complaints and a company's response to them is often more important than the number of complaints. BBB Business Profiles generally covers a three-year reporting period. BBB Company Profiles can be changed at any time. If you choose to do business with this business, please
inform the business that you contacted BBB for a BBB Business Profile.As a matter of policy, BBB does not support any product, service or business. BBB reports on known marketplace practices. See what BBB OnBBB Company profiles may not be reproduced for sale or sales purposes. BBB Business Profiles is provided solely to help
you exercise your own best judgment. BBB asks third parties who publish complaints, reviews and/or responses on this website to confirm that the information provided is accurate. However, BBB does not verify the accuracy of information provided by third parties, and does not guarantee the accuracy of any information in Business
Profiles.When considering complaint information, please consider the company's size and volume of transactions, and understand that the nature of complaints and a company's response to them is often more important than the number of complaints. BBB Business Profiles generally covers a three-year reporting period. BBB Company
Profiles can be changed at any time. If you choose to do business with this business, please inform the business that you contacted BBB for a BBB Business Profile.As a matter of policy, BBB does not support any product, service or business. A majority of all Us imports used have either been in accidents, stolen, flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and sent to Europe or are subject to open recalls. CARFAX helps you identify hidden problems with imported used cars from the United States so you don't lose money. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on U.S. vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce the risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. If you are interested in a used U.S. import, help yourself with a CARFAX Vehicle History Report from CARFAX Europe, the official CARFAX website in Europe and the only legal source for authentic CARFAX Vehicle History Reports. CARFAX is the most trusted source of
vehicle history information about U.S. cars. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has helped millions of used car shoppers make better buying decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair workshops, car dealers, insurance companies and many more. CARFAX's vision is to change the used car market for the better. As an independent source
that benefits both consumers and dealers, no American used car should be purchased without looking at its history using a CARFAX Vehicle History Report. Mileage rollback is one of the most prevalent types of fraud in the sales process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Although odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not a Task. CARFAX has an infographic and a list of tips to help used car buyers avoid odometer fraud. There are some advantages to buying an American used car. Depending on the model you are looking for, it is possible to save a lot of money on the purchase price. In addition, due to the massive size
of the U.S. market, there are more cars to choose from, and it is also possible to find makes and models that may not be available in your country. How important is a car's service history? What are the possible consequences of purchasing a vehicle that has not undergone proper maintenance services? CARFAX takes a look at these
issues and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. I learned through CARFAX before buying that my future car had 2 accidental injuries, including a total loss with airbag and side airbag release. So, I skip a lot of worries for 60 €. Bernd Meyer I had the
brilliant idea of trying to get a CARFAX report. Immediately to the Internet, paid by credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Alert! Problem found: total loss reported, salvage title/certificate issued. Vehicles imported from California to Lithuania. Peter Stoll CARFAX helped us not to get into adversity in 2017 and 2018, CARFAX helped
us become happy owners of our dream car. For a few weeks Babs is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Without the CARFAX report, we would now be somewhere with a lawyer in the middle of litigation. Anonymous Previous Next Back Sales Department A dealer rating is calculated by averaging ratings from reviews
received in the last 24 months I have a Ford. I called around to price replacing... - Phillip S I have a Ford. I called around to price replace my headlight bulb. Of all the places this Ford dealer would charge me over $300 to replace a light bulb because they had to partially unload my bumper. The other place I called was Firestone and they
will do it for $75. I'm still calling around. But the 2 prices already are a huge difference. Read more Had my car taken to get the computer system installed... – A Had my car taken to get the computer system installed got it back with dash lights on, it took back to be stuck was told for them to do it again I had to pay the price again when
they messed up the first time wouldn't refund and was told they would call the police HORRIBLE customer service sick never take another car. Read more Best deal Ive ever got – BarryRollTide I met Duke Brubaker professionally and he said he would help me find the vehicle I wanted! And that he did and then some! Not only did he find
me EXACTLY what I wanted him also gave me the best Ive got on a car! He kept his word, giving a great favor and more importantly I got a great friend! Duke is is And when I need to call about a question about my car, I get a call back within an hour, always!!! THANK YOU MASTER FORD!!! Read more Nothing but Great Experience –
Brent I negotiated a vehicle and my trade ins and Champion made the deal happen. Nothing but a positive experience. Nice, honest people, who want to satisfy the customer which is their top priority. Read more A GREAT EXPERIENCE – Jill E Flowers WAS TREATED WITH RESPECT, PAUL MY SALESMAN WENT BEYOND THE
CALL TO GET ME IN MY FAB NEWER CAR.... GREAT PEOPLE AND NO TYPICAL BULL OF SELLERS.. Read more Service ded nightmare - coryoverly Brought my Explorer last month for warranty work. I had two items for them to look at and they ended up looking at the whole car. A good thing right? Not. The two items then led to
three and then four and finally they had a laundry list of things. The service ded decided to try to see if the warranty company will pay for all these repairs as they did not. Long story short my transfer was one of the points and was originally quote $79 to diagnose. A day or two later that changed to $1200. Then while changing a bearing
they broke my control arm and wanted me to pay for it. Mind you that the warehouse was replaced a year ago, which is why it needed it again I'm not sure. The post of departed manager was an absolute nightmare to deal with. Very unprofessional on the phone. I will never deal with them again. She claimed that the control arm was
poorly rusty and that's why the aluminum arm went off. Wouldn't you think it should of broke from hitting pot holes here im Erie if it was so bad? After all this, I got a second opinion on their diagnosis and what they originally said was wrong was not which makes me think they are working on commissionthere. On top of the second opinion I
also have my inspection license and just took the vehicle for the two items that I knew were covered by the warranty that got fixed. Not only will I never go back and neither will I recommend them to anyone. Read more UP Sell everytime – Watch out Took my 2 year old F150 in for Works – tire rotation, oil change, brake control – after the
service, was told my front brakes needed to be replaced completely due to excessive heat wear. Brake pads, rotors all needed to be replaced for the price of $ 491.00 Due to previous experience, I searched for a different professional opinion and after they inspected everything, was informed that nothing needed to be replaced at this
time. Brakes had about half of their pads left as well as rotors. Brake Check = $15 Read more I've been happy with Champion. - larsman I've been dealing with Champion for a number of years, Butch and most of the service department employees are fine. Salespeople and Finance worked endlessly for me to secure my loan at the lowest
rate. more Lack of communication followed by inflatable service quotes - dissatisfied326 dissatisfied326 Ford Taurus X 2008 in for inspection; all lights worked at the time of delivery to the store. Was told the next day that the taillight needed to be replaced completely because it was corroded. I explained that I don't care if it's corroded, I
had just followed my car to the store in another vehicle and all the lights worked. After delay of several hours for the issue to be reviewed, I received a call back that marker light did not work... funny, no one mentioned that during the initial call. $350 later, I have an inspected car.... however, they also proposed a replacement for the PTU
seal in the transfer to the tune of $500+ dollars..... told them that I would have to think about it as I wasn't really comfortable with their honesty at this point. Decided the next day to have the service done, they couldn't schedule it until 3 weeks in the future!! So, we went to another Ford dealer for service.... and they do the job for
$288.....DO DON'T have your car service at CHAMPION Ford in Erie unless you have money to burn! Read more
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